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Client Profile
Degree Consulting Group is a Norwegian IT consulting company based in Oslo, specializing in 
business counselling and providing vital software services for its clients. With a long-standing 
tradition of successful cooperation with PGS Software as regards multitude of projects, differing 
in both their profile and size, Degree has already trusted us in developing mobile application, 
database application, time tracker, e-mail file transfer and social network.

Verindi 
www.pgs-soft.com

Case Study

“PGS Software understood our needs, guided us through 
the development process and came up with a finely-
tuned solution. Verindi means end of disorder and the 
beginning of well-managed financial structure, easy 
access and safe budgeting.”

Marius Lian, Degree Consulting Group 

1. CHALLENGE 

 C Most quickly growing companies at some point start to struggle with finance tracking and 
management – spreadsheets shared by email generate information inconsistencies and, 
as a result, financial threats. 

 C Aware of the problem, Degree asked us to create a coherent financial management tool 
that would solve budget control problems and prevent potential cash leakages.

 C Target users for the tool are fast-growing 
international companies, with a substantial client 
base but also increasing challenges as regards 
internal business structure and organization.
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2. PROCESS  

Technologies
ASP MVC 4, .NET 4.0, 
JavaScript, jQuery, MS 
SQL 2012

Resources
3 developers 
1 graphic designer
1 testers

Duration 6 000 hours

Extra details
Continuous Integration, 
Team City, Test Driven 
Development 

 C Development: First, we prepared product concept to determine if the proposed solution 
met Degree’s expectations. After having it accepted, we focused on improving the UI. On 
the technical side, we decided to use JavaScript so as to speed the application up. The last 
phase was project cleanup – a final polish to make sure everything works as requested or 
even better than that! 

 C Testing: For Verindi, we employed a custom combination of automated and non-
automated tests executed by our head tester. UI tests were conducted via TeamCity. We also 
partly followed the TDD approach (Test Driven Development). Most importantly though, 
the project was developed using Continuous Integration – a practice that automatically 
induces server tests every time a new iteration is published, thus keeping track of the 
development process.

 C Graphic design:                                                
While working on the visuals, 
we stayed true to the traditional 
spreadsheet philosophy 
simultaneously refreshing it 
with a  cleaner, web-adjusted 
layout. The resulting look feels 
light  and clear, with the data 
presented in a logical, easily-
digestible manner. The mix of 
traditional tool and up-to-date 
functionality helps the users 
understand and manage content 
in a fast and effective way.
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The product:
Vedindi is a professional online budget-
tracking tool for safe and personalized data 
storage, analysis and organization. 

User benefits:

Personalized data entry templates

Prognosis based on aggregated 
numbers and charts

Pre-defined dashboards with rele-
vant diagrams

Comparisons against historical data

Desktop spreadsheet look & feel 
Multiple criteria-based reservation 
choice options (price, etc.)

ERP-level accountability

Cloud-level accessibility

Multi-device use options

Real-time data updates and critical 
analysis

High-level token-based security     

3. RESULT  
As a result, we developed a cloud-based 
budget tracker including all the required 
functionalities, allowing the user to keep 
its finances under control, summarize, 
predict and plan. 

Business and functional benefits:     

Budget control and optimization

Smart dashboard options

Financial incongruities prevention 

Distributed resources management 
& control

Unified financial structure 
& reporting model

Summary 
Degree appreciated that within a relatively small amount of working hours and a condensed team, 
we created a comprehensive tool that fully solved the budget-tracking problems and was ready to 
successfully enter the market. 

Relying on a traditional spreadsheet structure, we tuned it up to perfection and transformed it into a 
supremely functional and intuitive web application. Cloud-based architecture makes it easily accessible 
and allows for a real-time, yet coherent collaboration, while the pre-defined structure and smart 
finance-tracking tools help the users manage analyze and predict all the relevant numbers. 

With Verindi, Degree filled in a market niche with a universal yet easy to personalize finance-tracking 
solution for small and medium businesses. It has already been implemented by a popular Norwegian 
e-learning platform that offers professional courses and open conferences in a variety of fields.

 C About PGS Software: We are a 200-people public Polish IT outsourcing company specialized in software development. Our job 
is to convert your ideas into real-life custom business solutions unavailable with the off-the-shelf boxed products.
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